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Abstract. Clustering is a technique for partitioning superscalar processor’s execution resources to simultaneously allow for more in-flight instructions, wider issue width, and more aggressive clock speeds. As either the size of individual clusters or the total number of clusters increases, the distance to the first level data cache increases as well. Although clustering may expose more parallelism by allowing a greater number of instructions to be simultaneously analyzed and issued, the gains may be obliterated if the latencies to memory grow too large. We propose to augment each cluster with a small, fast, simple Level Zero (L0) data cache that is accessed in parallel with a traditional L1 data cache. The difference between our solution and other proposed caching techniques for clustered processors is that we do not support versioning or coherence. This may occasionally result in a load instruction that reads a stale value from the L0 cache, but the common case is a low latency hit in the L0 cache. Our simulation studies show that 4KB, 2-way set associative L0 caches provide a 6.5-12.3% IPC improvement over a wide range of processor configurations.
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Introduction



The trend in modern superscalar uniprocessors is toward microarchitectures that extract more instruction level parallelism (ILP) at faster clock rates. To increase ILP, the processor execution cores use multiple functional units, buffers, and logic for dependency analysis to support a large number of instructions in various stages of execution. Such a large window of execution requires very large and complex circuits in traditional superscalar designs. Between the increasing logic complexity and wire delays, traditional processor microarchitectures consisting of unified instruction buffers and schedulers can not extract enough parallelism to overcome the increase in latency associated with these large structures. Techniques such as pipelining and clustering can help maintain aggressive clock speeds, but fail to address a crucial component of the performance equation: cache latency. As the processor core increases in size, and the clock cycle time decreases, the number of cycles required to load a value from the cache continues to grow. In this paper, we present an effective, yet simple technique to address the cache latency problem in clustered superscalar processors.



The increasing size of the processor core forces the L1 data cache to be placed further away, resulting in longer cache access latencies. Larger on-chip caches further exacerbate the problem by requiring more area (longer wire delays) and decode and selection logic. Modern processors are already implementing clustered microarchitectures where the execution resources are partitioned to maintain high clock speeds. Two-cluster processors have been commercially implemented [5], [10], and designs with larger numbers of clusters have also been studied [1], [15]. We propose to augment each cluster with a small Level Zero (L0) data cache. The primary design goal is to maintain hardware simplicity to avoid impacting the processor cycle time, while servicing some fraction of the memory load requests with low latency. To avoid the complexity of maintaining coherence or versioning between the clusters’ L0 caches, a load from a L0 cache may return erroneous values. The mechanisms that already exist in superscalar processors to detect memory-ordering violations of speculatively issued load and store instructions can be used for recovery when the L0 data cache provides an incorrect value. The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we briefly review related research in clustering processors and caching in processors with distributed execution resources. Section 3 details the base processor configuration used in our simulation studies, and also explains the simulation methodology. Section 4 describes our speculative L0 cache organization and the behavior of the caching protocol. Section 5 presents our performance results. Finally, Section 6 concludes with a short summary.
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Related Work



Clustering breaks up a large superscalar into several smaller components [3], [9], [17], [18]. To the degree that most register results travel only locally within their cluster, the average register communication delay is reduced. At the same time, smaller hardware structures associated with each cluster run faster. Palacharla et al. studied the critical latencies of circuits in superscalar processors and showed that the circuits do not scale well [14]. They suggested dividing the processor core into two clusters to address the complexity of more traditional organizations. The Alpha 21264 implemented a two-cluster microarchitecture [5], [10]. For highly-clustered processors, the manner in which instructions are assigned to clusters may play an important role in determining overall performance. Baniasadi and Moshovos explored different instruction distribution heuristics for a quad-clustered superscalar processor with unit inter-cluster register bypassing delays [1]. In many of these studies, the focus is on the communication of register values between clusters and how this additional delay affects overall performance. Therefore to isolate these effects, the assumptions about the cache hierarchy are a little relaxed. Although the cache configurations (size and associativity) used in these studies are reasonable (32KB to 64KB, 2- or 4-way set associative), the cache access latencies of one cycle [14], [15] and two cycles [1] are unrealistically



fast. The aggressive clock speeds of modern processors force the computer architect to choose either smaller and faster caches (for example the 2 cycle, 8KB, 4-way L1 cache on the Pentium 4 [8]) or larger and slower caches (for example the 3 cycle, 64KB, 2-way L1 cache on the AMD Athlon [13]). In either case, the average number of clock cycles needed to service a load instruction is likely to increase due to increased miss rates or longer latencies. For clustered superscalars with in-order instruction distribution, Gopal et al. [6] propose the Speculative Versioning Cache to handle outstanding stores. In their approach, small per-cluster caches, which we will refer to as level zero or L0 caches, and the L1 run a modified write-back coherence protocol. The modifications allow different caches to cache different data for the same address. A chain of pointers link different versions of a memory address. A cluster that issues a load from an uncached address initiates a read request along a snooping bus. The responses from all clusters’ L0’s and the global L1 are combined by a global logic, the Version Control Logic, and the latest version is returned. Similarly a cluster’s first store to a given address travels across the snooping bus and invokes the global logic that inserts the store into the chain of pointers and invalidates any mispredicted loads between that store and its successor in the chain. Both operations require that data travel back and forth across all the clusters and to L1. Hammond et al. [7] proposed a similar solution for the Hydra single-chip multiprocessor.
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Simulation Methodology



We start by briefly describing our processor parameters and our simulation environment. We loosely model a single integer cluster of our processor on the Alpha 21264 [5], [10] integer core. The processor executes the Alpha AXP instruction set and uses resources summarized in Table 1. Table 1 also describes the parameters of our initial instruction and data memory hierarchies, without any clustered L0 data caches. The data caches are sized for future generation processors, and therefore the caches are somewhat larger than what is typical in current superscalar processors. Table 1 only describes a base configuration; in Section 5, we explore many other design points to demonstrate the effectiveness of the clustered L0 data caches. The simulated processor aggressively speculates on loads, issuing them as soon as their arguments are ready, even if there are earlier unresolved stores. We use the selective reissue method of recovering from misspeculated loads [17]. One cycle after a load instruction is informed that it has mispredicted, it rebroadcasts its result causing any dependent instructions to iteratively reissue. The mispredicted load’s immediate children must first request to be scheduled before reissuing. If the dependencies are across clusters, we charge additional cycles corresponding to the interconnect delay. We base our studies of ILP on the cycle-level out-of-order simulator from the SimpleScalar 3.0 Alpha AXP toolset [2]. We simulated the SPEC2000 integer benchmarks [19]. The benchmarks were compiled on a 21264 with full optimiza-



Cluster Window Size Cluster Issue Width Cluster Functional Units Cluster Interconnect Instruction Distribution L1 D-Cache



Data TLB



Load Store Unit L1 I-Cache



32 instructions 64 entries 4-way set associative 30 cycle miss latency 4 Integer ALUs Unified L2 Cache 2MB 1 Integer Multiplier 4-way set associative 2 Memory Ports 12 cycle latency Unidirectional Ring Trace Cache [4], [16] 512 traces 1 cycle per cluster 20 instruction per trace Sequential Main Memory 76 cycle latency (“First Fit”) Branch Prediction 6KB McFarling [12] 16 banks, 128KB total (Bi-Mode[11]/local) 4-way set associative Branch Misprediction 6 cycles 5 cycle latency Penalty 128 entries Decode/Rename 10 instructions per cycle 4-way set associative Bandwidth 30 cycle miss latency Instruction Fetch 32 instructions 16 entries Queue per L1 bank Load Misspeculation Selective Re-execution Recovery 16KB 2-way set associative 4 instructions



Instruction TLB



Table 1. Default processor parameters.



tions. We used the “test” data set for all simulations. We skipped the first 100 million instructions of each benchmark, and then simulated the next 100 million instructions.
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The Speculative L0 Cache



We address the problem of increasing memory load latencies by including a small Level Zero (L0) data cache with each cluster. To keep the cache implementation as simple as possible, mechanisms such as versioning and coherence are avoided. Our proposed design allows for the possibility of erroneous results from the L0 cache, and we use existing load speculation recovery mechanisms to ensure correct program execution in these instances. In this section, we describe the L0 data cache organization, and the rules governing how loads are serviced and how the data in the L0 caches are updated. 4.1



Protocol



In designing the cache model, we stress the importance of hardware simplicity, requiring minimal changes to existing structures, so as not to impact the cycle time. Each cluster of the processor has its own private L0 data cache, in addition to a shared global L1 cache. The L0 caches contain only values generated by retired instructions; this eliminates the extra hardware required to



support multiple versions of a value. We also require that values loaded from the L0 caches are always treated as speculative values, which must be verified later. This greatly simplifies the design, because it obviates the need for a coherence mechanism between the multiple L0 caches and the L1 cache. Thus, the L0 caches are truly local structures, which do not require any new global structures for correct execution. The size of a L0 cache line is the same as the largest unit of memory that load and store instructions can operate on (i.e. the width of a register). For our simulated processor which uses the Alpha AXP instruction set, the data held in a L0 cache line is 64 bits, or 8 bytes. This simplifies the implementation by not having to retrieve additional values from L1 to fill a larger cache line, but prevents the L0 cache from leveraging any spatial locality. As stores execute, the address and data value are broadcasted to other clusters where the information about the store instruction may be buffered. If the buffer in a particular cluster is full, then the incoming store is simply dropped and no attempt is made to rebroadcast it. For our simulations in the next section, we use 32 entry incoming store buffers. The data from the store instructions are not written into the L0 caches until the store has retired. The cluster does not use any mechanisms for searching these buffered stores to forward data to load instructions. The tradeoff is that occasionally, a load instruction will speculatively execute and load an incorrect value despite the fact that the correct value is sitting in this uncommitted store buffer. The results of stores are also written into the L1 data cache upon retirement, and so there is no need for a writeback from a L0 cache to the L1 cache. This further simplifies the implementation of the L0 caches. In addition to L0 data caches, the memory hierarchy includes a global load store unit (LSU), and the L1 data cache. Both are banked sixteen ways. The global LSU and L1 data cache are collectively referred to as Level 1. When a memory instruction is sent to the LSU, the instruction’s dynamic sequence number is included so the LSU can identify the correct order of the instructions. All loads and stores behave according to the following protocol. The configuration without L0 caches can be treated as a special case in which the L0 caches have zero size. Load Issue: When a load issues, the L0 data cache in the load’s cluster is accessed. If the load hits in the L0 cache, the value is returned in a single cycle. Whether or not the L0 cache hits, the load simultaneously issues to Level 1. The load arrives at the LSU sometime later. The LSU is then scanned for an earlier store to the same address. If such a store is found, the value is sent back to the load’s cluster. Otherwise, the data is retrieved from the L1 data cache or higher levels of the memory hierarchy, and sent back to the cluster. If the load hits in the L0 cache, then when the load’s data arrives from Level 1, the value is compared against the previously used L0 value. If they differ, a load misspeculation is flagged. Store Issue: When a store issues, the address and data are sent to the LSU. Upon arrival, the address is compared against newer loads that have already



reached the LSU. The search is truncated if a newer store to the same address is encountered. If a conflicting load is found, a load misspeculation is flagged and the store’s value is forwarded to the dependent load’s cluster. An issuing store is also broadcasted to other clusters. Each cluster maintains a buffer of these stores. This buffer is used only to keep stores until they can be written into the L0 cache on retirement; we do not add hardware to search for and forward values from this buffer. Store Retirement: When a store retires, its value is written into the L1 data cache and removed from the LSU. The store’s value is also written into the L0 data caches. Load Retirement: When a load retires, the correct value is written into the local L0 cache. If the load misspeculated due to a stale value in the L0 cache, this write updates the cache with the correct value. Load Misspeculation: When a load misspeculation is detected, its value is updated with the value sent from Level 1, and all dependent instructions are eventually reissued.
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Results



Our L0 caching solution can be applied to a wide range of processor configurations. In this section, we examine the performance impact for different degrees of clustering, cluster sizes, instruction distribution policies, and intercluster register bypassing. For each processor configuration, we simulated the processor without any L0 caches, and with 2KB, 4KB and 8KB L0 caches. We also varied the L0 cache associativity: 1-way, 2-way or 4-way. Figure 1 shows the mean IPCs achieved without L0 caches, and with L0 caches of different sizes and associativities. For the 2KB caches, only a small improvement is seen; however, the 4KB and 8KB caches yield a significant improvement of 6.7-14.4%. We have shown that our L0 caches provide increases in ILP for processors with varying numbers of clusters. The size of the clusters, the issue width of the clusters, and the instruction-to-cluster distribution rules were all held constant to observe the benefit provided by the L0 caches for those design points. We now explore a larger design space to demonstrate that our L0 caching solution is a general solution that provides performance improvements across a wide variety of processor configurations. The 4KB 2-way set associative L0 cache appears to be a reasonable tradeoff between capacity and associativity, and we use this for all remaining configurations. The 4-issue cluster configurations used thus far may not be the only interesting design point. The cluster configurations in future highly clustered superscalar processor may have smaller issue queues and fewer functional units to achieve higher clock rates. On the other hand, the trend in the organization of the processor clusters may go the other direction towards larger and more complex cores.
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Fig. 1. Impact of L0 caches of different sizes and associativities.



We simulated processor configurations for both of these design possibilities. We group these into small cluster and large cluster configurations, as listed in Table 2. The original configuration from Table 1 is also included for reference, and is called the medium cluster configuration.



Small Cluster Medium Cluster Large Cluster Cluster Window Size 16 32 64 Issue Width 2 4 6 Integer ALUs 2 4 6 Integer Multiplier 1 1 2 Memory Ports 2 2 2 All other parameters are the same as in Table 1. Table 2. The processor parameters for our smaller and larger clusters.



The IPC performance results for the different sized clusters are plotted in Figure 2(a). The key observation is that our L0 caches provide a relatively consistent performance improvement across all configurations, regardless of the number or size of clusters. Furthermore, increasing the cluster sizes to the large configuration does not provide substantial gains over the medium configurations. For the 8-cluster configurations, the additional execution resources of the large clusters uncover so little additional parallelism that it is better to simply use the medium cluster configuration augmented with the L0 caches. The processor configurations that we have analyzed so far dispatch instructions to the clusters in program order using a First Fit distribution rule. There are other possible ways to assign instructions to clusters. By attempting to group dependent instructions into the same clusters, inter-cluster register communication can be decreased. On the other hand, distributing instructions across mul-
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Fig. 2. (a) Varied cluster sizes. (b) Different instruction distribution policies and interconnects.



tiple clusters allows better utilization of the execution resources and issue slots of the other clusters. Baniasadi and Moshovos investigated a variety of instruction distribution heuristics for a quad-clustered superscalar processor [1]. In their study, the intercluster communication mechanism was assumed to have a single cycle delay between any two clusters regardless of how near or far the clusters are physically located from each other. We call this the Unit Interconnect. Depending on the implementation details, this may not be feasible for processors with four or more clusters, which is why we have used the ring network earlier in this paper. We implemented a few of the instruction distribution rules from [1] to test the sensitivity of the L0 cache performance to instruction distribution. In particular, we used the MODn , BC, and LC distribution rules. The MODn rule assigns the first n instructions to one cluster, and then the next n instructions to the next cluster, and so on. The BC (Branch Cut) rule assigns all instructions to the same cluster until a branch instruction is reached. All subsequent instructions are directed to the next cluster until a branch is reached again, and so on. From our simulations, we found that switching clusters at every third branch (BC3) is more effective. The LC (Load Cut) rule is similar to the BC rule, except that a cluster switch occurs when a load instruction is encountered. One difference is that back-to-back loads are assigned to the same cluster. Figure 2(b) shows the IPC performance for configurations using different instruction-to-cluster distribution rules, as well as different inter-cluster register bypass networks. The results show that among the instruction distribution techniques and inter-cluster register bypass networks simulated, the L0 data caches do provide consistent performance improvements. Because the cluster sizes and organizations differ from [1], the relative performance of the distribution rules also differ from the original study.



In all of the simulations presented in this section, we have not imposed a limit on the number of stores broadcasted per cycle. Our intuition is that this should not be a problem because we found that the average number of stores per cycle is well under one. For example, we observed 0.32 stores per cycle on average across all benchmarks with a four cluster, 4KB 2-way L0 cache configuration. On the other hand, broadcasting stores can still become a bottleneck if the broadcasts occur in a bursty fashion. The hardware to support a large number of stores per cycle would be complex to implement and unlikely to scale to a large number of clusters. Therefore, we need to evaluate the situation where the number of broadcasted stores per cycle is limited. To quantify the effects of reducing the available store broadcast bandwidth, we simulated a processor configuration with a single store broadcast bus; that is, every cycle at most one store may broadcast to the other clusters. In situations where multiple stores request to broadcast, the oldest (in program order) store receives the broadcast bus. For the four and eight cluster, 4KB 2-way L0 cache configurations, this bus limitation decreases the mean IPC by only 0.34% and 0.35%, respectively. These results show that limiting the processor to only a single broadcast bus has minimal impact on the benefit of the L0 caches.
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Summary



As superscalar processors are designed to handle a larger number of in-flight instructions, and as the processor clock cycle continues to decrease, the cache access latency will continue to grow. Longer delays to service load instructions result in degraded performance. We address this problem in the context of clustered superscalar processors by augmenting each execution cluster with a small, speculative Level Zero (L0) data cache. The hardware is very simple to implement because we allow the cache to occasionally return erroneous values, thus obviating the need for coherence or versioning mechanisms. We have shown that a small 4KB 2-way set associative L0 data cache attached to each cluster can yield an increase in the mean instruction level parallelism by 11.3% for a 2-cluster processor, and 9.1% for a 4-cluster processor. By varying many important processor parameters, we have demonstrated that the L0 caches can be gainfully employed in a large variety of clustered superscalar architectures. As the processor-memory speed gap increases, techniques such as our L0 caches that address the cache access latency will become increasingly important. Acknowledgments This research was supported by NSF Career Grant MIP-9702281. We are also grateful to Bradley Kuszmaul and Vinod Viswanath for helpful discussions, and to the referees for their suggestions.
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